
WHS Athletic Booster Meeting – Monday, October 30, 2023 

Bruce-Officially started, welcome, we got through a successful concession effort, Tom staying in there. 

Thank you for letting us enjoy a rainy night to watch the band. 

On to bigger and better things , good for us to be there and talk to the coaches. 

Winter Concessions- we will have the coaches that are in season now, will still have to bring money but 

coaches will be in charge of concessions for 2 games per winter.  

Tom-other clubs too, like WAPA, key club etc.  

Bruce -can be at least one adult but can be one teen if they need service hours.  

Approving summary report -Tom, Andrea yes 

Tom-Coaches $ summary, looking at concessions, we already hit budget, but need to check a couple 

things. 

Nancy- questions about concessions and funds per sport, questions about tennis sports and fundraising. 

Tom-banner advertising and concessions went well. Waiting for a dry day to take banners down. 

Bruce-let me know when and I will help. 

Tom-Once again doing well, checking is healthy 45K parent boosters through 501c , just updated and due 

next month and will be good for next year. Will ask questions and will update, added new secretary and 

names, lots of paperwork for financials to be sent in. End of season we do 990, that’s our financial since 

we don’t make money and do 501 to prove we don’t make money. Overall we are doing well, 

concessions was a big success. A lot of sports asking question about fundraising. We got booster guide 

coming up. 

Bruce , agree to treasury report. Andrea yes, tricia yes, all in favor 

Tom-showing pic of new fridge, moved from outside, new one is nice. Maybe we can put menu on it. 

Anything we can keep of counter is good. Would like to bring up motion to approve it $1499, Bruce yes, 

Andrea, yes. Everyone agreed.  

Andrea, will they deliver free? Tom yes 

Bruce, make motion, Bruce would like to pay $1799 to Kidwell for envelopes and door flyers for booster 

drive. Tom yes, Tricia yes, all agreed. We take cost off top then $$ is split with WAPA for drive, and food 

as well.  Thank you everyone, anyone else have anything they want to purchase. Tricia wants to get gift 

card for Mr Smith (took pictures). Tom will look and see what we got last year, Motion to give same as 

last year. Andrea yes, Tricia yes, everyone agreed. 

Andrea, asking about Winter pictures and deciding on dates.  

Basketball, volleyball buys own uniforms. I think it may have been easier for tennis to buy their own 

uniforms.  

Bruce, will ask Hannah what policy for teams buying uniforms, since some sports buy their own.  



Tricia, back to banners, should she wait.  

Bruce last thing he heard was uniforms would come in 11/16, when is first home game? 11/30 girls boys 

12/1. Tricia how do we set up if we’re not in the building? Can I just do seniors first? Tricia wants to do 

seniors one day and team one day. Tricia will email Hanah about uniforms to figure out picture day. We 

could do senior girls on 8th and rest on 15th. We could do on 8th and makeup teams on the 15th, 

Moving on, to other business stuff. Kevin Workman passed, is there any recognition that we can do from 

the boosters for him?  Tricia-Could the scores table be named after him? 

Bruce-we could dedicate to him, we could even put something on the inside for him.  

Andrea, another option would be a banner to hang on the score table. 

Booster Drive is the 4th, have maps, need drivers and students. Talked about incentivizing . 10 parents 10 

students, will do random drawing for gift cards to get kids to volunteer. Put on facebook, final forms and 

booster newsletter from Hannah. Adults need to drive, we will look at routes. 

I did have an idea that was brought up, did everyone have a victory bell?   Do we want one?   

Tricia, we need to find new leadership for next year otherwise all money will go back to school.  

Coach Phil-talk about golf season, we won city.  

Talking about playoffs, and how voting works for sports.  

Any other business? Motion to adjourn..done 

 

 

 

 

 


